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(Prof. Jeanty will describe some of 
the physics later today)



Outline

!Why Collide Particles? 
!LHC Overview 
!ATLAS Detector

Goal:  What is the universe made of 
and what holds it all together…



Particle Physics Experiments

!Source of High Energy Particles 

!Target to collide with 

!Detector to see the results

Fixed Target Colliding Beam



Rutherford’s Scattering (1909)

!Particle Beam 
!Target 
!Detector



Nucleus ~ 10-14 m



Deep Inelastic Scattering  
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (1968)

Electrons accelerated
by 30 Billion Volts



Why High Energy?

E = mc
2

High Energy High Mass





Why High Rate? 

! ‘Interesting’  
events rare in p-p 

!The higher the mass, the more rare it is

High Rate High Mass



The Large Hadron Collider



Conseil Européen pour la 
Recherche Nucléaire (CERN)

(European Laboratory for Particle Physics)



Large Hadron Collider
pp collisions
Ecm = 13 TeV



Large Hadron Collider

Collides p-p, Pb-Pb, p-Pb, Xe-Xe
17 mile ring circumference
1200 SC dipoles @ 8.3 Tesla 
300 feet underground
Design: p-p at 14 TeV  
         ~ 1 Billion pp collisions/s



2° K
-456° F

LHC Superconducting 
Dipole Magnet

World’s largest refrigerator:
60 tons of liquid Helium

10,000 tons of liquid Nitrogen



Accelerating Protons

!15

Magnetic Fields 
Superconducting 

Dipoles

p = q B R
8.3 Tesla → 7 TeV/beam 
(needs 12 kA current)

Peak energy really limited by magnet  
technology - large field, large area



Accelerating Protons

Electric Fields 
RF Cavities

16 MV/beam/turn 
(easy for protons)
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Top Energy  
per ring:



LSWG LHC beam parameters 6
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A Week at the LHC



!f - revolution freq. - c/(2πR) = 11.245 kHz  
!n - bunches per beam - up to ~ 2800 
!Ni - protons per bunch - ~ 1011 
!A - cross-sectional beam area at collision  

currently ~ (10 µm)2 

!Up to ~60 pp collisions per crossing (25 ns)

Road to Luminosity

L = fn
N1N2

A



LHC Luminosity History

1 fb-1 ~ 100 Trillion pp collisions

~ 200 fb-1 delivered



Quark/Gluon Collider!
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ATLAS Detector



Eric Torrence August 2010

ATLAS Detector Overview

 24

Length: 46m
Radius: 12m

Weight: ~7,000 tons
~108 electronic channels





Feynman Diagrams



Feynman Diagrams

u

u

Initial  
State

Final  
State



Detector View



ATLAS Cross-Section

Tracking
(momentum, charge)

Calorimeter
(energy)

Muon 
Detectors



Detecting Particles
!Particle detectors often use ionization  

to observe the passage of particles 
!Ionized electrons drift towards a wire where 

they are amplified and ultimately read out 
!“Tracking” detectors are less dense to allow 

the particles to continue through
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Detecting Particles
!Semiconductor trackers work similarly, 

although now the “ionization” energy  
creates electron-hole pairs
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Superheated
Liquid Hydrogen  
Bubble Chamber

(~1973)



Inner Detector
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Tracking example
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More realistic example
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Calorimeters
!Tracking detectors typically have low 

densities so that particles can pass through 
!Calorimeters are designed to be dense 

enough to stop particles completely 
!ATLAS uses sampling calorimeters, where 

much of the detector is inert (copper, lead) 
interleaved with “active” material (liquid Ar, 
plastic scintillators)

!36



LAr Calorimeter

!37

Particle Direction



Calorimeters
!Particles interact with the dense material and 

produce secondary particles 
!Leads to a cascade of particles, ionization 

energy of the secondaries is proportional to 
energy of incident particle

!38



Di-Jet Events

mjj = 8.1 TeV

Jet pT: 3.1 TeV each

Jets!



No Bare Quarks

!40

Strong force (carried by gluons) grows with distance
Energy increases (like a rubber band) as quark moves away
Eventually, there is enough energy to produce more particles
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Hadronization and Jets

!41

Process can repeat itself many times over
Single high momentum quark turns into 10s of ~pions

Not stable, but charged pions reach the detector 
while neutral pions decay into 2 photons

Momentum and Energy are conserved at each step

Quarks

Mostly Pions



Lego Plots



Physics Objects

!Typically observe e, µ, 
jets, and missing 
momentum 

!Jets come from quarks 
(or gluons) 

!Missing momentum most 
likely comes from 
neutrinos  
(or dark matter!)

!43



Decay Chains

!Higgs Production 
!H isn’t stable 

"bb, WW, ZZ, ττ, tt 
!None of these are stable 

either 
"W can decay to leptons 

(eν, µν, τν) or qq 
!Use known processes to  

search for new things



What do you see?
mµµ = 1.4 TeV



What do you see?



!47

What do you see?



top quarks

!48

4 jets + lepton + MET
(could also have 2 leptons + MET, or 6 jets) 

Analyses often classified by ‘final state’ observables



Resonances

!Describe particles as 4-vectors:  (E, px, py, pz) 
!Lorentz invariant of an E-p 4-vector is the 

“invariant mass”: m2 = E2 - p2 

!Because of E and p conservation, the sum of 
decay products equals the 4-vector of the 
parent object 

!For instance: Z0 → e+e−



Resonances

m2
ee = (E1 + E2)

2 � (~p1 + ~p2)
2
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Resonances


